In order to conduct ergonomic assessments of product using real-time data of human behavior in the digital virtual systems, this study developed a real-time acquisition and simulation of human behavior system based on Kinect. This paper studied joint point matching, digital human data structure and motion data calculation. Combining with Open Inventor graphics engine, the research used human behavior data to conduct the dynamic simulation in DHM. The accuracy between the data processing method of Kinect and manual measurement also was analyzed. The results show that the method can achieve accurate real-time acquisition of human behavior. This method has been integrated into the human factors analysis software SAMMIE conducted case studies and achieved good result.
Introduction
Human behavior collection and the simulation of entire operation of users are usually conducted in the process of ergonomic assessments. A basic analysis can rely on questionnaires, interviews and video analysis, but these traditional methods cannot record and simulate all behavior of operator. The computer virtual simulating can use the data of operators to conduct ergonomic assessments in the early stages of product design, and is faster, more accurate than the traditional methods (De Magistris et al., 2013) . While most of the existing ergonomic CAD tools only can conduct simulation analysis of static postures, some of them can do transient analysis using the method of key frame or motion capture (Kaljun & Dolšak, 2012) . The method of key frame is a process where ergonomist find the key postures from the photos of all operation process, and get the angles of limbs by manual measurement according on the photos of key postures. More importantly, this method is very time-consuming. There are two types of motion capture system: contact and noncontact. When using the system which is contact with body, the operators need to wear some position sensors, and this will limit the freedom of movements of testers. The testers must wear some special cloth with some maker points, when using them contactless one, and the ergonomists can track the positions of limbs of testers using some optical approaches. But the contactless system is very expensive and strict with the test environment. As the disadvantages, neither of them is widely used (Sanna, Lamberti, Paravati, & Rocha, 2012) . The emergence of new measurement approaches and tools has taken great convenience for anthropometric measurements.
The researchers from Loughborough University tested to measure body dimensions using laser scanner instead of manual measurement (Sims, Marshall, Gyi, Summerskill, & Case, 2012) . It cannot get the dynamic real-time human behavior using laser scanner. The Microsoft Kinect can get the real-time data of joints of human, and it provides a convenient and cheap method to capture the human behavior data (Arbogast et al., 2013) .
The purpose of this paper is to capture and simulate the real-time behavior of operators which can be used to conduct ergonomic assessments with the computer virtual system. Firstly, this study matched the data of skeletons captured by Microsoft Kinect with the anthropometric items. Secondly, this research designed the structure of DHM and built the model of DHM with the Open Inventor. The effectiveness and performance of this system were verified through comparative analysis with manual measurements. Finally, the behavior of testers captured by this system in SAMMI-CAD was simulated to verify this system can be a tool conducting ergonomic assessments of products and designs.
Design the structure of DHM
DHM is the simplification and abstraction of morphology of human based on the anthropometric data, and the primary step of establishing the human-computer simulation system for simulation analysis (De Magistris et al., 2013) . This paper aimed to capture the human behavior using Kinect basing on characteristic of skeletons captured by Kinect. Section 2.1, the characteristic of joints data of Kinect and joints data of human was analyzed. Section 2.2, the structure of DHM was designed basing the joints data captured and the linkage effects of joints of human. Section 2.3, the rotation angles of joints were calculated. These angles can be used to drive the DHM to simulate the actual behavior, and adjust the postures of mankind in SAMMIE. Section 2.4, this study reviewed the feasibility of the system through comparing the angles of limbs captured by Kinect and manually measured.
Characteristic of joints data captured by Kinect
It is indispensable to capture the real-time coordinates of joints of skeleton for controlling the DHM to simulate human behavior. Kinect is a depth camera developed by Microsoft. With the Microsoft Kinect SDK, the coordinates of specific joints of human can be captured and output as skeleton streams. Figure 1 shows the specific joins captured by Kinect using Microsoft Kinect SDK. 
Structure of DHMs
Figure 2 Basic planes and axes of DHMs As limbs' movements are completed through the rotation movements of joints, and each joint has different degree of freedom and scope of activities, the basic posture before model the DHMs should be defined. There is a widely used standard about basic posture used to build computer HDMs in ISO 15536-2:2207("Ergonomics -Computer manikins and body templates -Part 2: Verification of functions and validation of dimensions for computer manikin systems," 2007), as shown figure 2. As the standard, the angles of rotation of joints can be classified three types: flexion/extension, abduction and rotation. Different movements of limbs can be realized through rotation around different axes using these types rotation.
The body of the DHM was divided into 18 parts based on the features of joints captured by Kinect, and the corresponding rotation center of each with the joints obtained by Kinect is shown in Table 1 . 
Figure 3 Classification of human limbs There are some linkage constraint relationships of human joints (Frigo, Crenna, & Jensen, 1996) , and the joints were classified into six levels in this article. The joints can affect other joints defined as first level joint, the joints can affect other joints defined as second level joint. In this way, the third level joint and the fourth level joint can be defined too. In the classification, the movement of high-level joint can affect the low-level joint but not on the contrary. According to research of Habavan, the general rules defined the hip joint as the first level joint, used to control a movement of the digital human and the overall rotation (Hanavan Jr, 1964) . According to this classification, the limbs in table 1 can be classified as follows in Figure 3. 
Calculate the rotation angles of limbs
Figure 4 Joint rotation angle calculation flowchart With standing as basic posture, the coordinate system, which regarded the normal axis of body as Z axis, sagittal axis as Y axis, and coronal axis as X axis, was built, as shown in figure 2. The flexion/extension movement of joint is rotated around with the axis which parallels to the X axis, and through the center of joint. The abduction movement of joint is rotated around with the axis which parallels to the Y axis, and through the center of joint. The rotation movement of joint is rotated around with the axis which parallels to the Z axis, and through the center of joint. So the movements of limb can be divided into the rotations around with X, Y and Z axis. The movements of limbs can be realized with different combination sequence of rotations of X, Y and Z axis in fact. But for simplifying the program of calculating, this study assumed that all movements of limbs are combined with the rotation around with X axis firstly, Y axis secondly and Z axis finally. While it was impossible to distinguish the orientation of limb from the data captured by Kinect, for example, the vector of right hand captured by Kinect just indicated if it was parallel to the vector of right lower arm but which side of right hand was facing to Kinect. So there was no way of calculating the angles around Z axis. Fortunately, the desired position of limbs can be reached just using the rotation around with X axis and Y axis.
There are some linkage movement effects between limbs. For example, with basic posture, the normalized vector of lower arm is (0,0,1), but if the upper arm is rotated 90°a round X axis, the normalized vector of lower arm will be changed to (0,-1,0) . So when calculating the rotation angles of the lower arm, if the influence of the upper arm isn't removed, the rotation angles calculated will be wrong. The rotation matrixes could be managed well based on the structure of DHMs which was designed in section 2.3. Before calculating the rotation angles of a limb, the influence of rotation matrix of its parent joints should be removed. Figure 4 is a flowchart of calculation calculating the rotation angles of each joint.
Calculate the angles between limbs
The angles of limbs around different axis were used to drive the DHMs to simulate the operators' behavior automatically, and set the postures of DHMs in SAMMIE manually. But it is difficult to measure the angles around with some specific axes of limbs manually, and the tolerance of the angles measured manually is large. So for comparing the accuracy between data processing method of Kinect and manual measurement, this study measured the angles between limbs using Kinect and traditional measurement method.
The vectors of limbs could be got using the data captured by Kinect easily. With the vectors, the angles could be calculated between limbs. The angles also could be measured using joint measurement gauge manually. So the accuracy of behavior simulated by this system and manual measurement can be compared indirectly. There are the vectors used to calculate the angles of limbs and the definitions of them in table 2. The starting points and ending points correspond with the joints in figure 1. The angles also be named used to compare in table 3. 
Capture the coordinates of joints
The current data streams of bones were collected by Kinect using Kinect SDK 1.8. Each frame image of skeletal data stream recorded human skeleton data captured by Kinect. This system stopped to load next frame data, once an entire skeleton from a frame was loaded, for eliminating the influence of other testers on the results of simulation.
Simulate
The human model in the simulation was built based the data of 50 th % of Chinese males, which comes from the PeopleSize database of Open Ergonomics company. The data of joints are included in the database. This system was divided into two modules: capture module and simulation module. The capture module was developed using Microsoft Kinect SDK 1.8 with the Visual Studio 2012, and the simulation module was developed using Visual Studio 2008 and Coin3D.
Behavior simulation
For comparing the accuracy of data processing method of Kinect and manual measurement, the tester performed 4 different postures as shown in figure 5 , and measured the angles between limbs in the way of using Kinect and D0025 medical joint angle measurement gauge separately at the same time.
Kinect was placed on a horizontal plane which was 80cm high from the floor, and the angle between the camera lens and horizontal was set 0°. The distance was 250cm from the tester to Kinect, so it ensured that all limbs were well within the field of view of Kinect. The tester performed four different postures G1, G2, G3 and G4 as shown in figure 5 . The joints of these postures were not blocked to ensure the accuracy of the measurement process of Kinect. With the same posture, the angles were measured by Kinect ten times and three times manually, and the average of each measurement item was calculated. The tester was 1690cm high, and matched with the 50 
Analysis of simulation data
The result of the average values of each angle which was measured by Kinect and manually are shown as table 4. It is obvious that the results measured using the D0025 joint angle measuring gauge and using Kinect are matched, and there is no significant differences. According to the four postures deviation data for each measurement item, the angle of deviation of each joint can be plotted as shown in Figure 6 . 
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(1)The degree of matching between the measurement results of Kinect and manual measurements is high. All measurement deviations don't exceed 5.5 °. Measurement deviations of Kinect and manual are floating in range of [-4, 5.5] . (2)The absolute value of the deviation of measurements from four postures has an average of 1.13 °. Joints data measured by Kinect existed situation of "shaking", especially for the terminal joints such as the head, palms and soles. The deviation of D1, D5, D7, D11 and D13 illustrates this. (3)The measurement of Kinect regards both sides of human hip as the roots of the left thigh and right thigh. But when subjects are sitting, their hip muscle would be out of shape, so identification of the both sides of the human hip will be poor than standing. Of course the deviation with manual measurement will be bigger than in posture of standing. It is the reason why the deviation between the thigh and shank (D6 and D12) in the position G4 is bigger than other postures.
Application case
The domestic assembly workers often repeat the same action for a long time, so the unreasonable design of assembly line has contributed a lot to health risk of workers (De Magistris et al., 2013) . As shown in figure 7, the system was used to simulate the operation process of workers, and collect and simulate the behavior. Finally the postures of manikin can be regulated in the DHM system using the data of key actions captured by Kinect. The digital human model in SAMMIE used to simulate was same with the model in the system. The figure 7 shows the real key postures of assembly worker, and the figure 8 is the result of simulation in SAMMIE using the behavior data captured by the system. g1 Sitting g2 Taking g3 Picking g4 Placing Figure 7 Key postures of real work g1 Sitting g2 Taking g3 Picking g4 Placing Figure 8 Simulation results in SAMMIE As shown in figure 8, Kinect could collect and simulate the behavior of worker. There were no huge difference between the simulation of Kinect and the DHM in the key postures g1, g2 and g4. In order to show the body posture well in SAMMIE, we appropriately changed the angle of view in figure 8. As we did not know the joint linkage between the upper and lower arms in SAMMIE, the data of upper and lower arms obtained by Kinect had some differences with the corresponding data in SAMMIE. In some posture, there are some deviations such as critical posture g3.
Conclusion and outlook
During the research real-time dynamic behavior of humans was captured and simulated using Kinect. With the powerful three-dimensional graphics capabilities and physical testing of Open Inventor, ergonomic assessments using the behavior of subjects can be conducted conveniently in the early stages of the design. This study produced an efficient and cost-effective digital human simulation module. It offers a new possibility for designer to conduct ergonomic assessments of products under in the virtual environment.
There are some limits about this system currently, such as the subjects must be faced with Kinect, and it cannot work well if there are obstructions between joints. These drawbacks limit the practical application of the system. As the depth algorithm of Kinect, the joints data captured by Kinect still have some errors. However, one can consider using multiple Kinects to capture joints data, which will be explored in future research.
